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Isotope shift  :  1.5 cm-1    
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Calc. by Stanton 
Problems on the calculation 
• Intensity of the additional band 
• Isotope shift of n1  
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~  1 cm-1 
un-perturbed level of n1 
un-perturbed a1’ level 
3n4 ( e’ )  :  1173.6286(8) cm
-1  :  14NO3 
                  1159.2456(12) cm-1 :  15NO3 
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Why 4WM ?  
X 2A2’ 
B 2E’ 
resolution : monochrometer 
Dispersed fluorescence spec. Four-wave mixing spec. 
( 4WM spec. ) 
} 
resolution : excitation laser  
or 




Why 4WM ?  
resolution : excitation laser 
CARS 
( Coherent Anti-Stokes 
Raman Scattering ) 
Four-wave mixing spec. 
( 4WM spec. ) 
resolution : excitation laser  
or 
} } scan frequency 
obs 
Spectral resolution 
Spectral resolution  :  initial and final levels 
( no effect from the upper level ) 
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Stimulated emission pumping 
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Focus on this region 







very long lifetime  :  Douglas effect 
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( because of small population at the fluorescent level  
and continuous supply from the background ) 
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( 2nd Nd3+ YAG pump ) 
Kaplerian telescope 
Kaplerian telescope PMT 
Vacuum chamber 
~ 6 m 
f = 100 mm 
f = 100 mm 





( One color 4WM ) 
2C4WM 
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CPL 257, 297 (1996). 
4WM 
LIF ( saturated ) 
res.  ~ 0.007 cm-1 
res.  ~ 0.2 cm-1 
   Future work
 
   Conclusion
 
0 
To confirm the vibrational assignments of the X 2A2’ state,  
we investigate the NO3 B 
2E’ - X 2A2’ transition by 4WM. 
Investigation by 2C-4WM. 
The D4WM spectrum of NO3 around the 00
0 band region  
has been measured. 
